Seeking Copyright Owners

ProQuest (part of Clarivate) is planning to digitize works for an ethnic interests serials collection. Certain of the works targeted for digitization remain in copyright and are works for which ProQuest has been unable to trace the copyright holder. ProQuest would be grateful for any information about the copyright holders of the following works targeted for this collection. Please provide any information to: connectwithgca@proquest.com (subject: copyright information) by September 2024:

- Belle [New York], 1995-2000
- Black Heritage (formerly Negro Heritage) [Reston], 1961-1982
- Sepia (formerly The World’s Messenger and Negro Achievements) [Fort Worth], 1944-1983
- Voice of the American Slav [Pittsburgh], 1942-1944
- Ethiopian Life [Toronto], 1992-?
- The Facts about Palestine [New York], 1943
- Armenia Today [Yerevan], 1966-1988